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Summary. We formalize the concept of the full subtracter circuit, deﬁne
the structures of bit subtract/borrow units for binary operations, and prove the
stability of the circuit.

MML Identiﬁer: FSCIRC 1.

The terminology and notation used in this paper are introduced in the following
papers: [11], [14], [13], [10], [17], [3], [4], [1], [16], [9], [12], [8], [6], [7], [5], [15],
and [2].
1. Bit Subtract and Borrow Circuit

In this paper x, y, c are sets.
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BitSubtracterOutput(x, y, c) yields an element of InnerVertices(2GatesCircStr(x, y, c, xor)) and is defined as follows:
(Def. 1) BitSubtracterOutput(x, y, c) = 2GatesCircOutput(x, y, c, xor).
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BitSubtracterCirc(x, y, c) yields a strict
Boolean circuit of 2GatesCircStr(x, y, c, xor) with denotation held in gates and
is defined as follows:
(Def. 2) BitSubtracterCirc(x, y, c) = 2GatesCircuit(x, y, c, xor).
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BorrowIStr(x, y, c) yields an unsplit non void
strict non empty many sorted signature with arity held in gates and Boolean
denotation held in gates and is defined by:
(Def. 3) BorrowIStr(x, y, c) = 1GateCircStr(hx, yi, and2a )+· 1GateCircStr(hy,
ci, and2 )+· 1GateCircStr(hx, ci, and2a ).
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Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BorrowStr(x, y, c) yielding an unsplit non void
strict non empty many sorted signature with arity held in gates and Boolean
denotation held in gates is defined by:
(Def. 4) BorrowStr(x, y, c) = BorrowIStr(x, y, c)+· 1GateCircStr(hhhhx, yi, and2a i ,
h hy, ci, and2 i , h hx, ci, and2a i i, or3 ).
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BorrowICirc(x, y, c) yielding a strict Boolean
circuit of BorrowIStr(x, y, c) with denotation held in gates is defined by:
(Def. 5) BorrowICirc(x, y, c) = 1GateCircuit(x, y, and2a )+· 1GateCircuit(y, c, and2 )
+· 1GateCircuit(x, c, and2a ).
The following propositions are true:
(1) InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) is a binary relation.
(2) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds InputVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) has
no pairs.
(3) For every state s of BorrowICirc(x, y, c) and for all elements a, b of
Boolean such that a = s(x) and b = s(y) holds (Following(s))(hhhx, yi,
and2a i ) = ¬a ∧ b.
(4) For every state s of BorrowICirc(x, y, c) and for all elements a, b of
Boolean such that a = s(y) and b = s(c) holds (Following(s))(hhhy, ci,
and2 i ) = a ∧ b.
(5) For every state s of BorrowICirc(x, y, c) and for all elements a, b of
Boolean such that a = s(x) and b = s(c) holds (Following(s))(hhhx, ci,
and2a i ) = ¬a ∧ b.
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BorrowOutput(x, y, c) yields an element of
InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) and is defined by:
(Def. 6) BorrowOutput(x, y, c) = h hhhhx, yi, and2a i , h hy, ci, and2 i , h hx, ci, and2a i i,
or3 i .
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BorrowCirc(x, y, c) yielding a strict Boolean
circuit of BorrowStr(x, y, c) with denotation held in gates is defined by:
(Def. 7) BorrowCirc(x, y, c) = BorrowICirc(x, y, c)+· 1GateCircuit(hhhx, yi, and2a i ,
h hy, ci, and2 i , h hx, ci, and2a i , or3 ).
Next we state a number of propositions:
(6) x ∈ the carrier of BorrowStr(x, y, c) and y ∈ the carrier of
BorrowStr(x, y, c) and c ∈ the carrier of BorrowStr(x, y, c).
(7) h hx, yi, and2a i ∈ InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) and h hy, ci, and2 i ∈
InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) and h hx, ci, and2a i
∈ InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)).
(8) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds x ∈ InputVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c))
and y ∈ InputVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) and
c ∈ InputVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)).
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(9) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds InputVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) =
{x, y, c} and InnerVertices(BorrowStr(x, y, c)) = {hhhx, yi, and2a i , h hy, ci,
and2 i , h hx, ci, and2a i } ∪ {BorrowOutput(x, y, c)}.
(10) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a1 , a2 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(x) and a2 = s(y), then
(Following(s))(hhhx, yi, and2a i ) = ¬a1 ∧ a2 .
(11) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a2 , a3 be elements of Boolean. If a2 = s(y) and a3 = s(c), then
(Following(s))(hhhy, ci, and2 i ) = a2 ∧ a3 .
(12) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a1 , a3 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(x) and a3 = s(c), then
(Following(s))(hhhx, ci, and2a i ) = ¬a1 ∧ a3 .
(13) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c),
and a1 , a2 , a3 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(hhhx, yi, and2a i )
and a2 = s(hhhy, ci, and2 i ) and a3 = s(hhhx, ci, and2a i ), then
(Following(s))(BorrowOutput(x, y, c)) = a1 ∨ a2 ∨ a3 .
(14) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a1 , a2 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(x) and a2 = s(y), then
(Following(s, 2))(hhhx, yi, and2a i ) = ¬a1 ∧ a2 .
(15) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a2 , a3 be elements of Boolean. If a2 = s(y) and a3 = s(c), then
(Following(s, 2))(hhhy, ci, and2 i ) = a2 ∧ a3 .
(16) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and
a1 , a3 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(x) and a3 = s(c), then
(Following(s, 2))(hhhx, ci, and2a i ) = ¬a1 ∧ a3 .
(17) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BorrowCirc(x, y, c), and a1 , a2 ,
a3 be elements of Boolean. If a1 = s(x) and a2 = s(y) and a3 = s(c), then
(Following(s, 2))(BorrowOutput(x, y, c)) = ¬a1 ∧ a2 ∨ a2 ∧ a3 ∨ ¬a1 ∧ a3 .
(18) For all non pair sets x, y, c and for every state s of BorrowCirc(x, y, c)
holds Following(s, 2) is stable.
2. Bit Subtracter with Borrow Circuit

Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c) yields
an unsplit non void strict non empty many sorted signature with arity held in
gates and Boolean denotation held in gates and is defined by:
(Def. 8) BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c) = 2GatesCircStr(x, y, c, xor)
+· BorrowStr(x, y, c).
The following propositions are true:
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(19) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds
InputVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)) = {x, y, c}.
(20) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds
InnerVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)) = {hhhx, yi, xor i ,
2GatesCircOutput(x, y, c, xor)} ∪ {hhhx, yi, and2a i , h hy, ci, and2 i , h hx, ci,
and2a i } ∪ {BorrowOutput(x, y, c)}.
(21) Let S be a non empty many sorted signature. Suppose S =
BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c). Then x ∈ the carrier of S and
y ∈ the carrier of S and c ∈ the carrier of S.
Let x, y, c be sets. The functor BitSubtracterWithBorrowCirc(x, y, c) yields
a strict Boolean circuit of BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c) with denotation
held in gates and is defined as follows:
(Def. 9) BitSubtracterWithBorrowCirc(x, y, c) = BitSubtracterCirc(x, y, c)
+· BorrowCirc(x, y, c).
We now state several propositions:
(22) InnerVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)) is a binary relation.
(23) For all non pair sets x, y, c holds
InputVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)) has no pairs.
(24) BitSubtracterOutput(x, y, c) ∈
InnerVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)) and BorrowOutput
(x, y, c) ∈ InnerVertices(BitSubtracterWithBorrowStr(x, y, c)).
(25) Let x, y, c be non pair sets, s be a state of BitSubtracterWithBorrowCirc
(x, y, c), and a1 , a2 , a3 be elements of Boolean. Suppose a1 = s(x) and a2 =
s(y) and a3 = s(c). Then (Following(s, 2))(BitSubtracterOutput(x, y, c)) =
a1 ⊕ a2 ⊕ a3 and (Following(s, 2))(BorrowOutput(x, y, c)) = ¬a1 ∧ a2 ∨ a2 ∧
a3 ∨ ¬a1 ∧ a3 .
(26) For all non pair sets x, y, c and for every state s of
BitSubtracterWithBorrowCirc(x, y, c) holds Following(s, 2) is stable.
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